
Evaluation of the independence referendum for Catalonia: a contrast between the repression
done by the Spanish police and the dignity of the catalan voters

Catalonia is a millennial nation which, from its origins, had control over its territory, but was defeated
in three wars (1659, 1714, and 1939). However, against all prognoses, it has always been
resurfaced.

After the civil war 1936-1939, we suffered Franco's dictatorship. Of course during this period not
only the catalan rights and institutions were cancelled, the political rights of many people in the
whole Spain was affected. But this does not invalidate the fact that the dictatorship was in many
senses a political and military movement  against our culture and our country. 

Franco died on 20 November 1975. Before the dictator decided to elect  Juan Carlos I  as the new
king of Spain and his successor. Before the Spanish Constitution was approved, the Spanish
transition restored the Generalitat (the historical Catalan Government) represented by Josep
Tarradelles, his president who was exiled in France. With this action, the Spanish Government
implicitly and explicitly recognized that the legitimacy of the Government of Catalonia is previous
and does not depend on the Spanish Constitution approved later.

After the constitution, Spain became a new state of autonomies, and worked quite positively for the
first years. But, in front of the constant breaches of competences by the Spanish Government since
late 90's, in 2006 the Catalan Parliament approved a new Statute (each autonomy has its own local
constitution, called Statute); then the Spanish courts, after lowering it considerably, validated it;
and, finally, the Catalan people ratified it in referendum (I vote against the final version of the
Statute since I understand it was too low according what it was approved in the Catalan
Parliament). 

After this long democratic process, in 2010, the Spanish Constitutional Court invalidated it in its
main points. From my point of view this was a Coup d'État. This fact triggered the indignation of the
Catalan society, which since then has expressed itself in the most massive demonstrations ever
seen in Europe, millions of Catalans claiming for the right of self-determination and for
independence. All this has been done  in a totally peaceful and festive way.

As of 2012, the Catalan Government place itself in the forefront of the demands of the catalan
people. The elections at the Catalan Parliament in September 2015 legitimized the desire for
independence by giving an absolute majority of independentists in the Catalan chamber. This led to
the insistent demand by the Catalan Government of an agreed referendum with the State, which
has never been answered by the Spanish part, not even the requests for political dialogue. Faced
with this persistent refusal, the Catalan Government put a unilateral referendum on the table,
approving the corresponding laws in the Parliament on September 6th, 2017 (laws that were
immediately cancelled by the Spanish Constitutional Court).

In order to prevent the referendum, the Spanish Government used all its force both in a legal and
illegal way: legislative, judicial, media, police, diplomatic, and coercion at all levels: violation of
freedom of expression and assembly, closing websites, police records without judicial order, etc.
However, the Catalan Government, with the support of the people, materialized the referendum on
October 1st, and the Spanish Government tried to abort it by using a disproportionate police
violence and repression, totally unacceptable in a modern democracy. Look at the following images
and videos and evaluate yourselves the contrast between police violence and the passive
resistance attitude of a crowd of people who just wanted to express their opinion by voting:

 BBC WORLD : Catalonia referendum; Violence as police block voting.
 The Guardian : 90% voted for independence.
 Vilaweb : portades diaris internacionals.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autonomous_communities_of_Spain
https://www.vilaweb.cat/noticies/la-premsa-internacional-retrata-la-violencia-de-la-repressio-contra-l1-o-el-dia-de-la-vergonya-despanya/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/live/2017/oct/01/catalan-independence-referendum-spain-catalonia-vote-live?CMP=share_btn_link
http://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-europe-41463955/catalonia-referendum-violence-as-police-block-voting


 Vilaweb : CNN: The shame of Europe.
 Vilaweb : El videos més impactants de la repressió espanyola contra el referendum.
 Vilaweb : atac policia espanyola amb gaso lacrimògen contra famílies a Aiguaviva.

The balance was 844 injured. It should be mentioned that the Spanish Government not only did not
apologize for the events, but also pretends to give more importance to the insults and aggressions
that the national police received from the crowd, and even puts in doubt the official number of
injured given by the Catalan Government. For his part the king Felipe VI (son of Juan Carlos I), in
his speech on the seriousness of the present situation in the country, he did not say a single word
about the wounded.

Despite all these unusual and unjustifiable facts, the referendum ended up being celebrated and the
YES got 90.18% of the scrutinized votes, with a 43.03% stake of the electoral roll. It should be
noted that the police closed up 600 polling stations, depriving their voting rights to a total of 770,000
people (14.39% of the census). International observers, whose mission was to certify the
correction of the referendum, have estimated that, although under these circumstances the
international standards were not met, the reasons are quite obvious and therefore the results were
validated. 

On October 10th 2017, the Catalan president, Carles Puigdemont formally recognized the results of
October 1st in front of the Catalan Parliament, declaring the Independence of Catalunya. But, at
the same time, he suspended this declaration for a short period of time, in an act of goodwill and
with the hope that some of the initiatives of mediation with the Spanish Government which are
showing up these days at the international level, fructifies. 

After 20 days of political tension and many political movements of the Catalan government asking
for a dialog (of course, based on what had happen the first of October in Catalonia), there were no
answer from the Spanish side. The only message was that if the Catalan Parliament declare the
independence they will use the military force to stop the political movement. It is relevant  to
mention that on October 15th 2017, that is before any further movement of the Catalan Parliament,
the leaders of the civil movement in favor of the Independence of Catalonia (Jordi Sánchez and
Jordi Cuixart) were locked in jail. In fact they are still there.    

Finally on October  27t h   2017, the Catalan Parliament  declare the Independence of Catalonia
although they do not pick up the Spanish flag and they do not publish the resolution on the official
book.

During the next weekend the Catalan Government went to Brussels where they decided that some
of the members, including the President Carles Puigdemont will stay at exile. Others, including the
vice-president Oriol Junqueras, returned to Catalonia. Almost immediately the Spanish government
start a (illegal in many cases) persecution of all of them.  

Nowadays, president Carles Puigdemont and other members of the government who decided to say
in exile  are free European citizens (except they cannot enter in Spain), while all members of the
government who return to Catalonia and the leaders of the independence movement are in jail.
During the last moth they are in trail accused of rebellion (in case of Oriol Junqueras the
prosecutor's office ask for 25 years of jail).    

I will always be a democrata. Our independence movement is based on solving a political issue
using the votes. So, a democratic solution. 

Sant Sadurní d'Anoia, April 2018

https://www.vilaweb.cat/noticies/video-latac-de-la-policia-espanyola-amb-gas-lacrimogen-contra-families-a-aiguaviva/
https://www.vilaweb.cat/noticies/el-videos-mes-impactants-de-la-repressio-espanyola-contra-el-referendum/
https://www.vilaweb.cat/noticies/la-cnn-sobre-la-repressio-a-catalunya-la-vergonya-deuropa/



